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Ask Us About a Free 

Accelerated Learning 

Technology Assessment

You may be familiar with Ricoh for your printing, scanning, and copying needs.  However, 

Ricoh has a host of solutions and services that are helping today’s businesses overcome 

some of their biggest challenges. 

Process Automation- Is helping to automate and streamline a business for simplicity.  

Moving to an automated process helps organizations to increase service quality, improve 

service delivery, and help contain costs. Ricoh can help your digital transformation and 

provide an assessment for the steps to move forward,

Security- Is no longer limited to protecting stored documents and emails. It’s about both 

protecting and enabling access to data.  Ricoh is fully capable to help you with your security 

needs to ensure you’re your device and infrastructure are safe.  

Student and Parent Check- In- We offer flexible, low touch or contactless mobile apps that 

can be synced to key technologies within the center. Simple, secured communications tools 

that support a flexible working environment that work with or without a resource greeting 

people as they come into the learning center. 

Space Management - Bringing tutors and kids back into a physical space requires 

thoughtfulness, deliberation, and attention to every detail. On-going fluctuations in 

schedules, capacity, usage of space and availability of tutors are all areas where we can 

provide a solution.

Remote Teaching- Effectively managing information and content from a variety of locations 

requires centralization and security.  Ricoh offers several solutions in support of the remote 

teaching experience. From helping you maintain your portal of tutoring tools through the 

distribution of those tools.

Remote Learning Environments- Some parents may opt to continue to have their child learn 

remotely and should that be the case, we offer a variety of solutions in support of remote 

learning.  A secure portal to aid in the delivery of the tutoring experience is a service that we 

can support with solutions.

http://www2.ricoh-usa.com/majoraccount/sylvan-learning/

